
Dexioprotocol Staking



Purpose

Dexioprotocol currently offers two staking contracts found at: 

https://staking.dexioprotocol.com

This document serves to provide definitions of terms used, navigation guidance of 
the user interface, and instructions on staking, unstaking, and claiming.

For additional help, please contact by email at support@dexioprotocol.com or live 
chat support in our Discord channel. Beware of scammers in live chat support. 
Make sure you are speaking with a legitimate Dexioprotocol moderator, never give 
up your seed phrase, and never connect your wallet to suspicious domains.

https://staking.dexioprotocol.com
mailto:support@dexioprotocol.com
https://discord.gg/GtjhZDPxAQ


Definitions

APR: Annual Percentage Rate represents the rewards generated if your tokens were staked for one year, not to be 
confused for the rewards over the time period you select.

DEXI: The ticker for the Dexioprotocol token.

Claiming: The process by which you collect the rewards generated without unstaking your tokens.

Staking: The process of locking your tokens up for a period of time in order to obtain rewards. Tokens cannot be 
unstaked before the Unlock Date has been met.

Time Period: The number of days that your tokens will be locked.

Unlock Date: The date and time that your tokens can be unstaked and returned to your wallet and rewards can be 
claimed.

Unstaking: The process of returning your unlocked tokens back to your wallet and collected the rewards generated.

USDC: The ticker for the USD Coin, a widely-accepted stablecoin pegged to the US Dollar.



Navigational Tour of the Staking Platform 

Connect your 
wallet using 
MetaMask 
(browser 
extension) or 
through Wallet 
Connect.

Toggle between 
USDC and DEXI 
staking here.

Enter the amount 
of DEXI to stake 
here.

Choose your time 
period here: 30, 60, or 
180 days. The stats 
above will update 
based on time period 
selected.

Approve or Stake here. If this is your 
first time interacting with the 
contract for any time period, you will 
first need to “Approve” the call in 
your wallet, and then “Stake” in the 
second call.



Staking
After connecting your wallet, choose the time 
period you want to stake your assets, either 
USDC or DEXI. 

● Staked Balance: Shows the balance 
already staked for that time period. The 
unlock time for the staked balance 
appears at the top.

● Available Balance: Shows the unstaked 
balance in your wallet.

● Adding new assets to your staked 
balance RESTARTS the timer and resets 
your unlock date for the new entire 
balance.

● You will need $MATIC for the gas fees to 
complete the Approve and Stake contract 
calls, consistent with any other 
transaction on Polygon.



Unstaking
When the Unlock Time has been met for each 
period, you can Unstake the balance locked for 
that time period after connecting your wallet. 
The Unlock Time is shown at the top.

● Unstaking the balance returns the tokens 
to your wallet PLUS the rewards earned 
for that period.

● The rewards earned will be shown in the 
“Rewards” line at the bottom.

● You cannot Unstake the balance until the 
Unlock Time has been met.

● You will need $MATIC to complete 
unstaking call, consistent with all other 
transactions on Polygon.



Claiming
When the Unlock Time has been met for each 
period, you can Claim the Rewards earned 
during that period without Unstaking the token 
balance. The Unlock Time is shown at the top.

● Claiming Rewards does not unstake your 
token balance. Your tokens will continue 
to earn the stated APR for the time period 
but are unlocked and can be unstaked at 
any time.

● The Rewards to be claimed are shown on 
the “Rewards” line at the bottom.

● You cannot Claim until the Unlock Time 
has been met.

● You will need $MATIC to complete Claim 
call, consistent with all other transactions 
on Polygon.




